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NOT THE BEE 

These 2 legends tricked the news media outside Twitter 
HQ into believing they were just fired by Elon Musk and 
it was simply gorgeous 

Cardinal Pritchard  Oct 29, 2022 

 
 

 
Deirdre Bosa  
@dee_bosa 
 
It’s happening Entire team of data engineers let go. These are two of them 
 #TwitterTakeover 
 
You can also click here to view this tweet on Twitter. 

And you may have been fooled by it, too. 

That's because these two gentlemen are absolute legends and they were simply 
out there trolling the fake news media, who they knew would run with the story 
because everybody hates Elon Musk now or something. 

First up, I give you a man known only as Daniel; a man who has obviously never 
worked for Twitter in his life: 

[Warning: Language] 

Mr. Cardinal Truth 
 
@mrcardinaltruth 
 
ELON MUSK FIRED WOKE twitter employees, and one of them claims Musk 
terminated his entire team of 30 activist data engineers.  
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"Its going to be a different twitter in a week." - fired twitter engineer. 
 
You can also click here to view this tweet on Twitter. 

"If free speech is Nazis saying that trans women shouldn't use women's locker 
rooms, then awesome, I guess, mission accomplished, we'll see." 

                         

And that exit was a thing of beauty! 

"Listen, I gotta touch base with my husband and wife. I gotta get out of here, 
alright." 

                      

This is too much!!! 

Like, someone at MSNBC really thought this was legit! 

And then we got Rahul over here just letting it all out (volume up, and you can 
totally skip the first 45 seconds): 

 

 
Ground News 
@Ground_app 
 
Pranksters posing as laid-off Twitter employees trick media outlets  
 
One of the pranksters said his name was “Rahul Ligma” — a reference to a popular 
internet meme — and held a copy of Michelle Obama’s book “Becoming” aloft 
while speaking to reporters. (-@nypost) 
 
You can also click here to view this tweet on Twitter. 

"Michelle Obama wouldn't have happened if Elon Musk had owned Twitter. 
Obama in 2008 wouldn't have happened." 
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And the fact that he put that Michelle Obama book in the box... 

That's just perfect! 

Great work out there, fellas! 

It's almost too easy to trick the fake news media these days! 

  



WORLD NET DAILY 

PayPal flip-flops, reinstates $2,500 fine for spreading 
'misinformation' 

Report: Company's threat to customers has returned 

By Bob Unruh  Published October 27, 2022  

It seems politicians aren't the only ones to flip-flop on issues. 

Advertisement - story continues below 

A new report reveals that now PayPal again is threatening its loyal customers with 
"fines" of $2,500 for their "misinformation," only weeks after announcing the 
policy, then recanting because of the outrage from the public. 

A report from The Gateway Pundit reports the latest stance on the financial 
transactions company for its customers – apparently – is that the fines are again a 
threat. 

TRENDING: Granny arrested for giving food to hungry homeless people!  

The report said under the company's Acceptable Use Policy there now is the threat: 
"Violation of this Acceptable Use Policy constitutes a violation of the PayPal User 
Agreement and may subject you to damages, including liquidated damages of 
$2,500.00 U.S. dollars per violation, which may be debited directly from your 
PayPal account(s) as outlined in the User Agreement." 

The report said the company considers to be offenses things like spreading false 
information, engaging in discrimination against the LGBTQ community and so forth. 

According to the report, PayPal had said, "You may not use the PayPal service for 
activities that involve the sending, posting, or publication of any messages, content, 
or materials that, in PayPal’s sole discretion, (a) are harmful, obscene, harassing, or 
objectionable, (b) depict or appear to depict nudity, sexual or other intimate 
activities, (c) depict or promote illegal drug use, (d) depict or promote violence,  
criminal activity, cruelty, or self-harm (e) depict, promote, or incite hatred or 
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discrimination of protected groups or of individuals or groups based on protected 
characteristics (e.g. race, religion, gender or gender identity, sexual orientation, 
etc.) (f) present a risk to user safety or wellbeing, (g) are fraudulent, promote 
misinformation, or are unlawful, (h) infringe the privacy, intellectual property 
rights, or other proprietary rights of any party, or (i) are otherwise unfit for 
publication." 

A significant – and negative – response from the public followed, prompting the 
company to offer a $15 benefit for those closing their accounts to remain. 

And it said the policy had been released in error and was not, in fact, in force. 

ICYMI - PayPal has reinstated its $2,500 fine for "misinformation." 

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) October 27, 2022 

Disclose.tv warned of the resurrection of the threat. 

The company states: "You are independently responsible for complying with all 
applicable laws in all of your actions related to your use of PayPal’s services, 
regardless of the purpose of the use. In addition, you must adhere to the terms of 
this Acceptable Use Policy. Violation of this Acceptable Use Policy constitutes a 
violation of the PayPal User Agreement and may subject you to damages, including 
liquidated damages of $2,500.00 U.S. dollars per violation, which may be debited 
directly from your PayPal account(s) as outlined in the User Agreement (see 
'Restricted Activities and Holds' section of the PayPal User Agreement). " 

Under Restricted Activities and Holds it states, “In connection with your use of our 
websites, your PayPal account, the PayPal services, or in the course of your 
interactions with PayPal, other PayPal customers, or third parties, you must not 
provide false, inaccurate or misleading information." 

Former PayPal president David Marcus has excoriated the company for its threats. 

It’s hard for me to openly criticize a company I used to love and gave so much to. 
But @PayPal’s new AUP goes against everything I believe in. A private company 
now gets to decide to take your money if you say something they disagree with. 
Insanity. https://t.co/Gzf8faChUb 
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— David Marcus (@davidmarcus) October 8, 2022 

WND subsequently reported that Congress was wanting answers from the 
company. 

In a letter to PayPal's president, Dan Schulman, GOP members of Congress 
referenced PayPal's threat to fine those involved in "sending, posting or publication 

of any message, content, or materials" PayPal doesn't like. 

From the Webby ZergNet 

That would include "misinformation." 

The members said at the time it was concerning "that a user agreement that 
contemplates the restriction of free speech was uploaded and disseminated to 
PayPal users…" 

They want a briefing on how the text originated, what is the company's method of 
approving policy changes, who does those, what are the company's controls, who 
was given notice about the change, how are cases brought and handled, and is 
there an appeals process and more. 

A report at Just the News noted the company's stock value had "tumbled when 

news of its censorship plan was uncovered." 

House Energy and Commerce Committee Republican Leader Rep. Cathy McMorris 
Rodgers, R-Wash., Rep. Patrick McHenry, R-N.C., of the House Financial Services 
Committee, and House Oversight members Rep. Morgan Griffith, R-Va., and Tom 
Emmer, R-Minn., are leading the effort to review PayPal's "anti-free speech policy," 
the report said. 

It added, "Critics also point out that while PayPal rescinded its misinformation 
policy, the company still maintains a $2,500 'liquidation' policy against accounts 
accused of 'discrimination' and 'hatred' as well as 'intolerance' as the company 
chooses to define it. 
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THE BLAZE 

'It's un-American, it's un-Christian': 78-year-old 
grandma arrested for feeding homeless people 
in Arizona. Now, she's suing the city.  

Paul Sacca October 27, 2022 

 

A 78-year-old grandma is suing an Arizona city after she was arrested for feeding 
homeless people. 

Norma Thornton said she had been serving hot meals to homeless people several 
days a week at an Arizona public park since 2018. Thornton – a former restaurant 
owner from Alaska – made the meals from scratch. She brought the meals to 
Bullhead City Community Park because that's where homeless people tended to 

congregate. Plus, the nearest food pantries were several miles away.  

Norma had just finished feeding about 27 homeless people on March 8. That's 
when two police officers drove into the park.  

A Bullhead City Police Department officer called a higher-up – who instructed him 
to arrest Thornton for distributing food in a public place.  

A city ordinance enacted in 2021 requires everyone to obtain a permit to share 
food in public places. The ordinance claims that food-sharing events have 
"repeatedly" been seen as "public [nuisances]" where there has been illegal 
behavior, human waste, and trash. 

Police body cam video shows the officer reluctant to arrest the 78-year-old 
grandma for feeding the homeless. The body cam footage was obtained by the 
Institute for Justice – a non-profit that takes on "cases to defend all Americans’ 
constitutional rights." 

"I think this is a P.R. nightmare, but O.K.," the officer is seen on video saying.  
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The officer informs Thornton that she is under arrest for feeding the needy in a 
public place. He promises to bring her back to the park after booking her.  

He tells Norma that he is not going to handcuff her "because I don’t think you’re a 
hardened criminal, I don’t think you’re out to hurt me." 

Thornton said she was threatened with jail time if she came back to the park and 

fed the homeless.  

The grandmother was fingerprinted, charged with a misdemeanor, and given an 
order to appear in court. 

For the crime of feeding homeless people in a public park, Thornton reportedly 
faced up to 120 days in jail, $1,431 in fines, and 24 months of probation. 

"That was, I guess you'd say devastating," Thornton explained. "To be charged 
like a criminal … it's still when I think about it, it's pretty upsetting." 

Thornton pleaded not guilty.  

Bullhead City eventually dropped the misdemeanor charge against Thornton. 

On Tuesday, the Institute for Justice launched a lawsuit against Bullhead City on 
behalf of Thornton.  

The lawsuit seeks a nominal damage of $1 and an end to the ordinance. 

“It’s wrong, pure and simple. It’s un-American, it’s un-Christian,” Thornton 
declared. 

"And I can't even imagine living in this country and being hungry," she said. "And 
to be told that you cannot feed the hungry regardless of what the circumstances 
are, is sad, and it makes me very angry, to put it bluntly." 

“It goes against everything I’ve ever been taught in my life. It only punishes one 
segment of society." Thornton told USA Today. “And that’s wrong ... I’m not trying 
to change the world ... just maybe make a few people happy.” 

Thornton moved to a private alley to feed the homeless, but she said there is no 
shade from the sun or places for people to sit and eat.  
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“It is difficult and physically taxing on Norma, a 78-year-old grandmother, to serve 
food in the alley,” the lawsuit says. ”As a result, Norma is now able to share her 
food with the needy fewer days per week, and for shorter lengths of time, than she 

could at the park.” 

Norma defiantly declared, "I'm never gonna stop feeding them. Never." 

"If you have plenty, you share. If you can make one person's life better for only a 
minute each day, you have accomplished a miracle," Norma said. "And that's the 
way my grandma taught me." 
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JUST THE NEWS 

Blue cities bleeding: Homicide rates surging in major 
cities run by Soros-backed DAs  

Less than three weeks before Election Day, a new study shows killings are on the 
rise, while polling indicates crime remains a top issue for voters. 

By Aaron Kliegman Updated: October 21, 2022 

As polling continues to show crime is a top issue for voters, the number of 
homicides has skyrocketed nationwide. 

In fact, homicide rates rose by an average of nearly 10% in 50 of the most populated 
U.S. cities between the third quarter of last year and the third quarter of this year 
— and are still rising — according to a new study. 

WalletHub compared 50 of America's largest cities based on per capita homicides 
for the third quarter (July through September) of each year since 2020, using locally 
published crime data to compile its findings. 

According to WalletHub, these were the ten cities with the highest homicide cases 
per 100,000 residents from July through September: 

1. St. Louis, Mo. (19.69) 
2. Kansas City, Mo. (14.86) 
3. Detroit, Mich. (13.24) 
4. Baltimore, Md. (12.45) 
5. New Orleans, La. (10.99) 
6. Milwaukee, Wisc. (10.46) 
7. Memphis, Tenn. (9.99) 
8. Philadelphia, Pa. (9.36) 
9. Norfolk, Va. (7.78) 
10. Chicago, Ill. (7.71) 

The top prosecutors in most of these cities are backed by progressive megadonor 
George Soros, a billionaire who's spent the last several years injecting tens of 
millions of dollars into local district attorney races nationwide, backing candidates 
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who support policies such as abolishing bail, defunding the police, and 
decriminalizing or deprioritizing certain offenses. 

In St. Louis, for example, Circuit Attorney Kimberly Gardner is one of the first 
prosecutors bankrolled by Soros' financial network of organizations and affiliates, 
heavily funded by these sources in 2016 and again in 2020. 

Amid high homicide figures, Gardner has declined more cases and issued fewer 
arrest warrants than her predecessor, charging fewer felonies and prosecuting 
thousands of fewer cases as a result. She has also deferred prison sentences for 
misdemeanors and nonviolent felonies as part of her reform initiatives. 

Gardner has said this is part of her "platform to reduce the number of cases 
unnecessarily charged in order to focus on the more difficult cases for trial." 

Last year, Gardner came under fire after three murder cases under her purview 
were dismissed in one week due to prosecutors in her office not showing up for 
hearings or being unprepared. 

Her campaign website boasts that she's "made jail and prison a last resort, reserved 
for those who pose a true public safety risk," while limiting "the arrest and 
detention of people accused of misdemeanors and low-level felonies." 

Philadelphia DA Larry Krasner is another Soros-funded prosecutor. 

Soros spent almost $1.7 million through the Philadelphia Justice and Public Safety 
PAC to help Krasner in 2017, pouring more than five times as much money into the 
race as Krasner himself. Four years later, Krasner received a combined $1.259 

million from Soros-funded groups for his reelection. 

During his tenure, Krasner has cut the future years of incarceration by half and 
slashed the length of parole in probation supervision by nearly two-thirds 
compared to the previous DA. He has also made a priority of not prosecuting people 
who are illegally in possession of guns unless they hurt or kill people. 

The top prosecutors in New Orleans, Milwaukee, Norfolk, and Chicago have also 
been backed by Soros-linked money. Many of the others are self-described 
progressive prosecutors. 
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According to some experts, progressive prosecutors pursuing soft-on-crime policies 
have contributed to the spike in homicides and other violent crime. 

"Prosecutors in most major cities have failed the people they serve by refusing to 
prosecute criminals, including those charged with violent crimes," Tristin Kilgallon, 
associate professor of pre-law and history at the University of Findlay, told 
WalletHub. "Countless violent crimes have been committed by those who have 
been released back into the streets due to recent 'bail reform' initiatives or by 
prosecutors who declined to pursue charges." 

However, a report released this summer by the Brennan Center for Justice at the 
New York University School of Law concluded there's insufficient evidence to 
establish a link between increased violence and progressive policies. 

But Americans across the country feeling unnerved about the level of crime in their 
communities are seeing a link — and want to hold someone accountable. 

"Prosecutors must stop putting politics before their duty to serve the public good," 
said Kilgallon. "The citizens must make these prosecutors aware that this is simply 
not acceptable. This is already happening in some places, like San Francisco, where 

we saw progressive District Attorney Chesa Boudin recalled." 

San Francisco voters ousted Boudin from office in a recall focused on his soft-on-
crime policies this summer. Crime had skyrocketed in the city as Boudin prosecuted 
significantly fewer felonies and misdemeanors than his predecessors. Boudin had 
said he wanted to abolish cash bail and end "mass incarceration." 

San Francisco was one of many liberal hubs of the "defund the police movement" 
in 2020 that later did a virtual 180, embracing comparatively pro-police and tough-
on-crime policies and rhetoric as crime devastated local communities. 

"The crime surge pretty much killed the 'defund the police' narrative and reminded 
people of the importance of policing," Christopher Ferguson, professor of 
psychology at Stetson University, told WalletHub. 

The policy remedies for the violent crime wave are widely understood, according 
to Ferguson. Less certain, he acknowledges, is whether there is sufficient political 

will to apply them. 
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"We already kind of know what needs to be done: more high-quality, responsive, 
accountable policing, better police training," he said, adding that "it is time to ditch 
'defund the police' as well as the kind of progressive prosecuting that declines to 

press charges for wide [swaths] of crime." 

Beyond this year, WalletHub also measured the change in 2022 third quarter 
homicide rates per capita compared to the third quarters of 2021 and 2020. A 
diverse group of cities experienced the biggest surges from last year to this year, 
such as Nashville, Tenn.; Colorado Springs, Colo.; and Raleigh, N.C. 

Another city was Albuquerque, N.M., whose Democrat governor recently made 
headlines for pleading with the federal government for more law enforcement 
amid the current crime wave. 

WalletHub used the homicide rates from all three years to determine "the 
weighted average across all metrics to calculate an overall score for each city." Nine 
of the 10 deadliest are run by Democratic mayors. (The office of mayor is 
nonpartisan in Norfolk). And all of the top 10 have liberal or progressive DAs, at 
least six of whom were funded by Soros. 

1. Kansas City, Mo. 
2. Detroit, Mich. 
3. St. Louis, Mo. 
4. New Orleans, La. 
5. Milwaukee, Wis. 
6. Albuquerque, N.M. 
7. Philadelphia, Pa. 
8. Norfolk, Va. 
9. Nashville, Tenn. 

10. Oakland, Calif. 

Overall, the study found blue cities with Democrat mayors had a higher increase in 
homicide rates than red cities with Republican mayors. When comparing the 
biggest spikes in homicide cases per capita from the third quarter last year to the 
third quarter this year in America's 50 most populous cities, blue cities ranked on 
average 24.86, while red ones ranked on average 26.50. 

In other words, GOP-led cities had slightly lower homicide spikes, according to the 

study. 
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In recent weeks, Republican candidates have been hammering Democrats with 
relentless attack ads for pushing policies that, they argue, contribute to increases 
in crime. 

Several top Republicans, including former President Trump, have embraced this 
emphasis, which appears to be resonating, with GOP candidates gaining ground in 
several key races. 

Polling has consistently shown for months that crime is a top issue for voters, that 
voters trust Republicans more than Democrats to handle it, and that a majority of 
voters disapprove of Biden's handling of crime. 
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ABC 7 EYEWITNESS NEWS 

Chicago shootings: 9 juveniles among 51 shot, 10 fatally, 
in weekend violence, police say 

North Lawndale student among those killed 

ByJessica D'Onofrio via  

Monday, October 24, 2022 2:10PM 
 

CHICAGO (WLS) -- Nine juveniles were among at least 51 people shot, 10 fatally, in 

Chicago gun violence so far this weekend, police said. 

Rishawn Hendricks, 16, died in a shooting in the North Lawndale neighborhood. 

Monday morning, students at North Lawndale College Prep's Collins Campus tried 
to cope. 

"It does make a lot of people depressed and makes a lot of people sad because we 
do lose a lot of students over the years and is makes a lot of people not want to 
come to school anymore," student Natiya Lyles said. 

Hendricks was shot and killed in the 1200-block of South Fairfield Avenue Saturday 

night. 

Police said at around 8:20 p.m., two people got out of a dark colored sedan and 
opened fire on the three-sport athlete. 

According to a school spokesperson, Hendricks played football, basketball and ran 
track as a junior at the charter school. 

Police said a 13-year-old girl was also shot in the incident. She is listed in good 
condition. 

"He was just a regular student," Zion Black, student, said. "He didn't do that type of 
stuff. He played basketball...It tells you like watch your surroundings like you've got 
a watch where you're going." 
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According to ABC7's records, at least 294 juveniles have been shot in Chicago this 
year, including 33 killed. 

On Friday night, a 12-year-old was hit by gunfire when someone in a car began 
firing shots in the Homan Square neighborhood. 

Police said that child was in serious condition with a gunshot wound to the chest. 

A 14-year-old boy was also grazed by gunfire Saturday night at a playground in the 
West Garfield Park neighborhood. The teen suffered a graze wound to the face 
about 7 p.m. while in the 4400-block of West Wilcox Street, Chicago police said. He 
was taken to Stroger Hospital, where he was listed in good condition, police said. 
No arrests were reported. Area Four detectives are investigating. 

A 12-year-old boy is still in serious condition after he was shot on the West Side 
Friday night. Someone inside a gray sedan opened fire, striking the boy in the chest 
near South Albany Avenue and West Arthington Street in Lawndale at about 8:35 
p.m. The victim was transported to Stroger Hospital, Chicago fire officials said. 
Police haven't provided further details about what led to the incident, but this was 
one of multiple shootings overnight injuring teens. In this case, police said no one 
has been arrested as that 12-year-old boy continues to be treated at Stroger 
Hospital. 

About 15 minutes later, a 16-year-old boy was walking in a Far South Side alley in 
the 3500-block of East 106th Street when he heard shots and felt pain. The victim 
self-transported to Advocate Trinity Hospital in fair condition with a gunshot wound 
to the left leg. There is no one in custody and Area Two detectives are investigating. 

A teen girl was shot on the South Side about an hour later, police said. The 17-year-
old was walking on the sidewalk in the South Commons neighborhood's 2600-block 
of South King Drive when she heard shots and felt pain. She self-transported to 
Insight Hospital & Medical Center Chicago in fair condition with a gunshot wound 
to the right hand. There is no one in custody and Area Three detectives are 

investigating. 

Early Saturday morning, a teen boy was shot on a South Side sidewalk, Chicago 
police said. The shooting happened in the Bronzeville neighborhood's 4000-block 
of South Langley Avenue at about 1 a.m., police said. A 15-year-old boy was walking 
on the sidewalk when two people approached him and opened fire. The Chicago 
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Fire Department transported the teen, who was shot in the foot, to Comer 
Children's Hospital in good condition, police said. There is no one in custody and 
Area One detectives are investigating. 

Another 15-year-old boy was shot just hours later, Chicago police said. The shooting 
happened in the Englewood neighborhood's 5700-block of South Princeton Avenue 
at about 6:53 a.m., police said. A 15-year-old boy was outside when a sedan 
stopped near him and someone opened fire. The teen, shot multiple times in the 
body, was transported to Comer Children's Hospital in critical condition, police said. 
No one is in custody and Area One detectives are investigating. 

IFatal shootings 

Five people were shot, three fatally, after a caravan involving about 100 cars on the 
Southwest Side, Chicago police said. The shooting happened in the Brighton Park 
neighborhood's 4300-block of South Kedzie Avenue at about 4 a.m. on Sunday, 

police said. 

WATCH: CPD provides update after 5 shot, 3 killed amid street drifting 

Chicago police provided an update after a deadly shooting in Brighton Park. 

A man was found dead in Bronzeville around 4:15 a.m. Sunday. The man, 29, 
suffered a gunshot wound to the chest in the 4900-block of South King Drive, police 
said. He was pronounced dead at the scene, police said. 
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THE BLAZE 

Mayor Lightfoot proposes giving herself an annual pay 
raise – meanwhile, violent crime is up 37% in Chicago  

Candace Hathaway October 27, 2022 
 

On Wednesday, Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot (D) introduced an ordinance that 
would give the mayor's office an annual inflation raise capped at 5%, Fox News 
Digital reported. 

The proposed ordinance would authorize Lightfoot to increase her salary every year 
by up to 5% with a stipulation that allows her to opt out of the raise.  

Currently, Lightfoot's annual salary is $209,915, which would grow to $216,210 as 
of May 23, 2023. 

The Chicago mayor has been slammed repeatedly for the city's out-of-control crime 
rates. Most recently, Lightfoot came under fire for putting more attention on 
posting tone-deaf dancing videos on social media than on making Chicago a safer 
place for residents.  

The city has experienced a 37% increase in violent crime compared to 2021, Fox 
News reported. 

Compared to the same period last year, motor vehicle thefts are up 83%, theft is 
up 60%, burglary is up 21%, and robbery is up 17%, according to statistics collected 
by the Chicago Police Department. 

Stats on reported sexual assaults from this year remain comparable to last year. 

However, sexual assaults were up 25% in 2021 compared to 2020. 

The Chicago Police Department reported that murder is down 17% compared to 
last year. 
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The rising crime rates are likely to blame for multiple corporations deciding to leave 
Chicago. Within the past year, Tyson Foods, Boeing, Caterpillar, Citadel, and United 
Airlines announced plans to relocate elsewhere.  

In a September speech, McDonald's CEO Chris Kempczinski stated that the city is in 
"crisis." 

"We have violent crime that's happening in our restaurants ... we're seeing 
homelessness issues in our restaurants. We're having drug overdoses that are 
happening in our restaurants," Kempczinski stated. 

"There is a general sense out there that our city is in crisis," Kempczinski said. "The 
fact is that there are fewer large companies headquartered in Chicago this year 
than last year. There are fewer this month than last month ... truth is, it's more 
difficult for me to recruit a new employee to McDonald's to join us in Chicago than 
it was in the past." 

Lightfoot attempted to defend her annual pay raise by explaining that the increase 
would be comparable to Chicago aldermen.  

"To be clear, the ordinance that was introduced today would put the mayor, the 
city treasurer and the clerk in line with [aldermen] regarding a cost-of-living 
increase," Lightfoot said. "It's not a salary increase."  

The mayor currently makes substantially more than the highest-paid city alderman, 
who will be paid a $142,780 salary next year, according to KATV. Aldermen are 
already mandated to receive a yearly consumer price index pay increase.  

"I think there's conversation around some of the other citywide elected officials. 
You're aware that the mayor's compensation hasn't been changed in, I think, 
almost 20 years," Lightfoot said during a press conference last month, the Chicago 
Tribune reported. "But that's not really what I'm focused on. I'm focused on making 

sure that we do the work of the people of the city every single day." 

Mayor Lightfoot's office did not immediately respond to a request for comment, 
reported Fox News Digital. 
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Keith Olbermann - Trump and the MAGAts who support 
him must be expunged from society. 
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